Stress Journal: Identify short term stress and the impact on body mind spirit.
Using a 0-5 scale, rate the impact of the activity based on 0-5 scale. Five (5) being a major impact and 0 having no impact. Go through each
column and score the activity. (Note: Your reaction may change based on the day/time you are logging in this information).
Date/ Activity Description
Time

Energy Check
(D) Depletes
(E) Energizes
(N) Neutral

Focus/
Mood using
Concentration/ 0-5 scale
Efficiency
0-5 Scale
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Does this trigger
the stress
reaction?
0-5 Scale.

What do you
experience?

Strategy used
(if you did nothing indicate
this along with impact)

Stress Journal: Identify short term stress and the impact on body mind spirit.
Keep this Log for 1 week. It will help you tune into your reaction to events and activities.
Column by Column Explanation:
Energy: does this activity drain your energy or energize you? Neutral means it does not impact your
energy level.
Focus: does this activity disrupt your focus and your efficiency? Rate how much of an impact it has.
Mood: are you happy, sad, hangry, irritable? Score the impact of the mood.
Stress trigger: does this activity trigger the flight or fight reaction? Score this impact.
Experience: jot down any physical/ emotional reaction like butterfly’s, sweating, shaking, etc.
Strategies: did you engage any strategy, in the moment, to alleviate this reaction?

After a week, analyze your log. Are there trends? What are your most frequent stressors? Energy drains?
What do you need to do more – or less – to have a more productive and enjoyable day?

Now that you have a good understanding of what triggers your stressors, you can set up a plan to
integrate stress strategies. We will be covering a variety of tools from which to choose.
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